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Audience for Deakin articles increased

by 32% to 7,692,326.

155 articles published by 125

academics.

58% of readers of Deakin articles were

from countries outside Australia.

The most-read Deakin article by Clare

Corbould reached an audience of

more than 628,281 with 92% of readers

from countries outside Australia.

Your highlights over the last 12 months*

include:

*1 May 2020-30 April 2021

Deakin's growing
global reach

Deakin University's 
rising readership

Share knowledge. Inform decisions.



22 April 2021 234,677Clear evidence for a link between pro-inflammatory
diets and 27 chronic diseases. Here's how you can
eat better

Meghan Hockey, Wolfgang
Marx

14 July 2020 173,352
(821,732
in total)

What is love?Gery Karantzas

1 June 2020 151,635The fury in US cities is rooted in a long history of
racist policing, violence and inequality

Clare Corbould

4 October 2012 145,743
(2,623,739

in total)

No, you're not entitled to your opinionPatrick Stokes

1 April 2021 144,838Retirees, holidaymakers, alternative lifestyles, the
UK strain: why Byron Bay's COVID situation is so
concerning

Catherine Bennett

14 September
2020

217,483The rise of ultra-processed foods and why they're
really bad for our health

Priscila Machado, Phillip
Baker, Mark Lawrence

20 April 2018 182,783Mind the gap – does age difference in relationships
matter?

Gery Karantzas

9 September
2020

138,330'Died from' or 'died with' COVID-19? We need a
transparent approach to counting coronavirus
deaths

Marc Trabsky, Courtney
Hempton

Date

Readers'
choice
The most-read articles by
Deakin academics in last 12
months*

ArticleAuthor Reads*

*Reads 1/5/2020–30/4/2021

23 July 2020 628,281Why is the Confederate flag so offensive?Clare Corbould



The Conversation is different to other media,

because we only publish stories by academics

and researchers. But our audience is much

more diverse than that. Our readers include

time-poor policymakers looking for useful

research (13%), teachers looking for credible

but clearly written teaching resources (13%),

students, people in the health sector, business,

and beyond.
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Access to our
large, diverse
audience
Free to read
Free to republish

Average monthly reads 
at theconversation.com
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Average monthly reads 
through republication

16.8 million readers 
per month

8.3 million readers 
per month

All articles we publish at The Conversation

are free for other media outlets around the

world to republish under Creative Commons.

It's our way of ensuring good, evidence-based

information has as great a reach as possible. 

The top republishers of Deakin articles in the
last year were ABC, Stuff (New Zealand),
Flipboard (USA), Quartz and Actively Learn.



Other ways that our authors have impact

include being contacted by government

(10%), invited to speak at conferences

(13%), contacted for research collaboration

(20%), approached for business

consultation (14%), sparked discussions

with students (32%) and others (76%).

Producers and journalists use The

Conversation as a valuable resource to

find experts who can provide evidence-

based commentary. 

After publishing with The Conversation,

68% of Australian authors report being

contacted by media for follow up,

including interviews on TV, radio, online,

print or elsewhere.

"If you’re an academic with something to
say, there’s simply no quicker way of
getting your voice right into the discourse
than writing for The Conversation."

Patrick Stokes' 2012 article 'No, you're not
entitled to your opinion' is a Conversation
favourite with an audience of more than
2.6 million. It has been shared to Facebook
more than 314,000 times and Twitter more
than 10,000 times. 

"For me, writing for The Conversation was
literally life-changing. When my article
went viral, I suddenly found myself being
asked to write for a whole range of outlets.
The platform allowed me to reach an
audience and have a social impact my
academic writing on its own would not. 

"Nearly a decade on and I’ve done all sorts
of things, from presenting to Senate
hearings to producing radio
documentaries, that are all ultimately
thanks to that one little article and the
spark it lit. 

Real-world
impacts for
your authors

Associate Professor of
Philosophy

Patrick Stokes
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The Conversation now has eight separate

editions – in multiple languages – based

in the US, Canada, UK, France, Spain,

sub-Saharan Africa, Indonesia, and

Australia & New Zealand, reaching 64.4

million readers per month via

republication.

Our international editions often translate

and republish Australian content so your

academics reach an even larger

international audience.

Our team works with our international

colleagues to ensure articles reach large

influential audiences through global

publishers like CNN, El País and The

South China Morning Post. 

Global media
project
Eight editions around the
world

Average monthly reads 
through republication

64.4 million readers 
per month

Associate Professor, Contemporary
Histories Research Group

Clare Corbould

"The Conversation provides a vital outlet for
academic staff to reach wide and
international audiences. Its expert editors
both suggest pieces and are responsive to my
ideas. They have taught me a great deal
about how to communicate my knowledge.
Every piece I’ve written has resulted in further
media coverage including the Washington
Post and ABC Radio’s PM. I hope The
Conversation’s second decade yields an
equally vibrant contribution to public
debate."



Membership
benefits
Cost-effective national and
international reach

As a not-for-profit, The Conversation's goal is to collaborate with universities to make more

knowledge free to read and republish. From industry and academic sites to global news

outlets, more than 20,000 sites republish our articles. Your membership benefits include:

Notification when one of your

academics is published and/or

commissioned by The Conversation.

Qualitative feedback on other aspects

of impact, such as increased citation

for journal articles or influence on

policy formation.

Promotion of your articles to print

and broadcast media via our daily

Morning Story Brief email.

Social media promotion of your

articles to The Conversation's

extensive following on Twitter,

Facebook and Instagram and via The

Conversation daily newsletter (165K

subscribers).

Free event and short course listings on

The Conversation Events and Courses

page.

Eligibility for researchers and

academics to publish with The

Conversation.

Access to professional editorial service

delivered by our team of 26

professional journalists.

Final say by academic author before

publication to ensure research is

accurately presented.

Access to a large and fast-growing

global readership.

Access to the expert callout sent daily

to media teams.

Access to 20,000 global republishers.

A customisable widget enabling you to

easily republish articles by your

academics.

Training for staff from The

Conversation's editorial team ranging

from free one hour talk, to

comprehensive masterclasses.

Prominent branding and

acknowledgement alongside other

university partners.

Detailed metrics and author

dashboards providing detail on

republishing and readership.

theconversation.com/au

For more information about member
benefits or to sign up for real-time
audience metrics, please contact: 

Susan Hornbeck
Strategic Partnerships Manager
susan.hornbeck@theconversation.edu.au


